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Sports Captains for 2018

Discipline at WPPS
Society in general and large institutions with a strong sense of
community, like Wetpups, create an expectation of what
constitutes good behaviour and they have a strong opinion about
what good discipline is. We all agree that good discipline is the
main priority. With this in mind, the focus of discipline should not
only be on a child’s behaviour, but also on the attitudes that
motivate it. I would like to assert that the most significant impact
on a child’s attitude is the behaviour and attitude of the adults in
his life. The behaviour we model as adults, is the behaviour
children repeat.
Each child has a different temperament and differing thresholds
of what they can cope with. Each child has his unique personality
– some children are naturally warm, loving and trusting, while
others sincerely believe the world is out to get them. Some enjoy
giving and sharing, whereas their siblings are consistently selfish
and demanding. Some smile throughout the day, while others
complain and bellyache about everything from toothpaste to
broccoli. Some will play easily with another, while others prefer a
small and exclusive network. Essentially, these skills are intuitive
for some, however, for most, we have to work on it intellectually.
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Michael Cowen
Daniel Hickey
Jacques Cloete
Gilermo Mentoe
Luke Burnett
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Sinjhun Cawse
Benjamin Hatty
Ilyaas van Graan
Alexander Amm

As parents and teachers, we all have an idea of the type of person
or adult we would like our children to be. It is important,
therefore, that we are consistently mindful of the process that it
will take to get our children to that point and the impact of the
environment on their attitude.
The school’s environment is a reflection of the effective resonance
of a school. It is how an individual feels entering our school. Each
child has his own experience of a school’s climate. Is this school a
safe place for me? Am I treated with respect and acceptance
here? Will I be treated fairly? Do I have close relationships here?
These are big issues for each pupil and are key factors in
developing feelings of connection. Pupils’ emotional experiences
at school each day determine, for them, their levels of confidence,
happiness and self-esteem. This is the effective resonance
between the school and the pupil. This has the power to increase
or decrease the pupils’ feelings of connection to the school,
depending on whether it creates a receptive or reactive state of
mind. This, in turn, has a huge impact on the individual’s
performance.
Wetpups is committed to establishing an effective resonance. The
staff recently had a collaborative session on seeking ways to
improve the effective resonance of the school. I am certain that
you will hear from your child the exciting changes and developments that unfold this term.
WAYNE NAIDOO

Junior Prep Parent Information Evening

Class Reps Meeting
The first meeting will be taking place next week Wednesday, 31
January, at 08:15 in the Centenary Pavilion.
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Music Camp

African Marimba Band
Matthew Forsyth (Leader)
Daniel Lückhoff (Vice-Leader)
Percussion Ensemble
Sebastian Bunkell (Leader)
Senior Choir
Jean du Toit (Head Chorister)
Luke Oellermann (Soprano Vice-Leader)
Adam Buckham (Alto Vice-Leader)

Connor Henriques

Senior String Orchestra
Divakaran Govender (Leader)
Jean du Toit (Vice-Leader)
Senior Wind Band
Boineelo Tapela (Leader)
Benjamin Hatty (Vice-Leader)

This December, the Henriques family participated in their first
family challenge, which was to raise funds to provide 40 new
uniforms to kids at Imperial Primary, an underprivileged school in
Beacon Valley, Mitchells Plain. In many poorer communities,
school uniforms have become the Christmas gift that many
children look forward to receiving during the festive period.
As a family, their aim in this 25-day challenge was to raise money
through pledges, whereby one family member committed to
running 2.5kms for 25 days consecutively (1 – 25 December) in
order to raise R25K. Connor’s contribution was to walk/run the
2.5kms on specific days throughout this challenge. His friends and
family pledged money in order for him to complete part of this
challenge; his participation and commitment played an important
part in helping them reach the set target.
The end result was that 40 Grades N & R boys and girls received
new uniforms, such as shoes, socks, shorts/skirts, shirts and a bag.
They could walk into school on their first day with a broad smiles
on their faces.

Thought for the Week

An ordinary deed, by an ordinary boy, became an extraordinary
deed for 40 girls and boys.

“Enjoy yourself as much as you can without doing any damage to
other people.”

Serve one another humbly in love Galatians 5:13

100 year old British author Diana Athill
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